
Website: justrislide.com

Privacy Policy

Your privacy is critically important to us. At justrislide we have two fundamental principles:
We don’t share your personal information with anyone.
It is our policy to respect your privacy regarding any information we may collect while operating our
website.

If you wish to view the information we hold for you, please click the ‘edit your login details’ button 
on the home page.  You can directly change any information we hold or we can do it for you.  The 
minimum information we need to retain your access to justrislide.com is email address and 
password.  Should you wish to us to amend or delete your details completely, please contact us at 
lo.trislide@gmail.com and we will amend or delete your record.  If your registration is completely 
deleted you will no longer be able to use justrislide.com

Website Visitors
justrislide uses Google Analytics to collect non-personally-identifying information of the sort that 
web browsers and servers typically make available, such as the browser type, language 
preference and the date and time of each visitor request. justrislide’s purpose in collecting non-
personally identifying information is to better understand how justrislide’s visitors use its website.

Gathering of Personally-Identifying Information
Visitors to justrislide’s website require justrislide to gather personally-identifying information 
through registration as a user of the site with the ability to view and download slides from the 
database. We ask visitors who register to provide a name, an email address, occupation and 
country of residence.  In each case, justrislide collects such information only insofar as is 
necessary or appropriate to fulfil the purpose of the visitor’s interaction with justrislide. justrislide 
does not disclose personally-identifying information.
We use an SSL certificate to encrypt all data on our website, which means that all data sent via the
submitted form is only visible to justrislide. This helps to protect online users against hackers, who 
try to steal users’ information.

justrislide acknowledges that all individuals have the right to access the personal information/data 
that we maintain about them. An individual who seeks access, or who seeks to correct, amend, or 
delete inaccurate data, can do so themselves by editing their login details or by instructing us to do
so.
If requested to remove data, we will respond within a reasonable timeframe, not to exceed one 
week.

Protection of Certain Personally-Identifying Information

If justrislide holds personally-identifying information, justrislide may very rarely send you an email 
to tell you about new services or get your feedback. We expect to keep this type of email to a 
minimum. You will receive a welcome email on first registration.
justrislide takes all measures reasonably necessary to protect against the unauthorized access, 
use, alteration or destruction of potentially personally-identifying and personally-identifying 
information.
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Cookies
A cookie is a string of information that a website stores on a visitor’s computer, and that the 
visitor’s browser provides to the website each time the visitor returns. justrislide uses cookies to 
help us identify and track visitors, their usage of our website, and their website access preferences.
justrislide visitors who do not wish to have cookies placed on their computers should set their 
browsers to refuse cookies before using justrislide’s websites, with the drawback that certain 
features of justrislide’s websites may not function properly without the aid of cookies.

Privacy Policy Changes
Although most changes are likely to be minor, justrislide may change its Privacy Policy from time to
time, and in justrislide’s sole discretion. justrislide will notify visitors on the website when making 
changes.
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